Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow
belongs to the people who prepare for it today. We
LCITians practice the philosophy of continuous
improvement and strive to get a little better every
single day.
This Annual School Report speaks about the
effervescent and epic ﬁesta of jewel and a humble and
modest ﬂight of our young LCITians. It reveals their
wondrous talent before you.
Teachers play a pivotal role in shaping and nurturing
the young minds. Our institution has a strong team
of 90 trained teachers and 22 supporting staff. They
are not only big I number but are big in their potential,
extremely dedicated and always aim at giving their
best.
So to keep them updated and enhance their teaching
and learning techniques, many workshops were held :
1. On 10th and 11th June workshop by Mr. Jagdish
Chandra on Classroom Management.
2. On 15th June workshop by Ms. Muneera Dhamani
on Stress Management.
3. Workshop on Experiential Learning and Moduling
structure by CBSE.
4. Teachers participated in workshop in KPS Koni on
Innovative Pathshala.
5. Orientation Program of the Lead Collaborator
Principal under Hubs of Learning by CBSE.
6. Ms. Soumi Paladhi (TGT Science) participated in
Innovative teaching aids Competition held in DPS,
Ranchi.

Every kid starts out as a natural born scientist. As edu‐
cators we need to give them the courage to explore
the weave and structure of cosmos. Our students act‐
ively participated in Regional level science exhibition
conducted by CBSE at N H Goel World School, Raipur
under the guidance of Ms. Soumi Paladhi. Ms. Mahi
Tripathi and Ms. Tulika Yadav exhibited their study
project on "Affect of fenugreek on lactating mothers"
and Master Suhail Qureshi and Master Ashutosh
Tiwari on "Sustainable Water Conservation."
LCIT feel honoured to mention that CBSE gave us the
opportunity to organize Far East Zone Archery Com‐
petition 2019-20 where 13 schools and 80 participants
participated. With great efforts of the team of LCITians
we were succeed to bring the laurels to the school.
Under the ﬂag of Hubs of Learning the school
organized Basketball Competition (Boys). As
the school motivates the young kids to explore
their creative mind, we have sent the students to
Gurughasidas University where scientists from ISRO
took a workshop for young minds.
Students' knowledge and their exploring the world
is our main focus. In order to maintain that we in
collaboration with HarperCollins organized a workshop
for students on Cyber Security. The renowned
cyber security expert Mr. Rakshit Tandon was the
spokesperson for the workshop. We have also
organized a workshop on Sex Education' and Good
touch and Bad touch by Dr. Aishwarya.
LCIT Public school is also concerned about the health

of its students so it organizes health check ups twice a
year.
Our school celebrated some important days like
- Rashtriya Ekta Diwas, Swachhata Pakhwada,
celebrating the linguistic diversity of India, Observing
Vigilance Awareness, National Integration week, World
Aids Day, Tree Plantation Day, National Girl Child's day
and Navy Day.
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